VENS-LE-HAUT ESTATE, DVH
772, route du Crêt
F - 74910 SEYSSEL, Savoie, France
www.domainedevens.com
contact@domainedevens.com
mobile : 0033 (0) 6 14 63 52 80

The wine-growing estate of Vens-le-Haut (DVH) was created in 2003 on the
slopes overlooking Seyssel and the Rhône valley, in the Alpine arc of the
Mont-Blanc, by Georges Siegenthaler, a Swiss biochemist and former
researcher at the Geneva faculty of medicine. He straightaway specialized
in producing outstanding micro-vintages and developing innovative
organic and sustainable methods of viticulture. Jean-Marie Loriaud, a local
winemaker equally interested in such methods, joined the estate in 2010
with his vineyards.

Jean-Marie Loriaud,
manager

Georges Siegenthaler,
founder and director
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The vineyards
The DVH estate currently farms 7 ha, all certified organic (Controller: Ecocert). The vineyards
are situated on sandy and sandstony land that is totally grassed over and mown regularly, but
never ploughed. The sustainable vine-growing methods used and limited mechanized work
foster the biodiversity of the fauna and the flora in the soil and sub-soil. Within the framework
of the national Ecophyto programme (Grenelle 2018), the estate is recognized as an example
of low-input viticulture (pesticides and fertilizers).
The harvest from four hectares is turned into wine by the DVH, according to the garage wine
concept, to produce high-quality micro-vintages: low yields (0.35 l/sqm), green culling, manual
grape harvest when the grapes reach full phenolic maturity, hand stripped and selected
grapes.
The average annual production is approximately 16,000 bottles.
The grapes from the remaining three hectares are sold to a cooperative wine-cellar.

Organic wines
The estate produces eight different typical wines of the Savoy, all single varietal with a strong
imprint of the soil (terroir) and distinct minerality stemming from the geology and climate
specific to the Mont-Blanc area and the agricultural methods used.
The wines are dry (>1g sugar/litre), with a clean nose.
Their sulfite content is very low owing to the careful selection of the grapes before they are
pressed.
White wines
Altesse (or Roussette), AOC Seyssel
Molette, AOC Seyssel
Jacquère, AOC vin de Savoie, cru Chautagne
Aligoté, AOC vin de Savoie
Roussanne, IGP vin de pays d'Allobrogie

France
organic
logo

European
organic logo

Red wines
Mondeuse noire, AOC vin de Savoie
Gamay, AOC vin de Savoie
Pinot noir, AOC vin de Savoie
Our estate’s flagship, the Mondeuse noire red wine, is recognized as one of the richest in
procyanidins; these polyphenols are known to play a part in protection from heart disease
(French Paradox, as explained by Prof. Roger Corder, University of London, UK. The Wine
Diet, Sphere 2007).
All our wines are made from organically grown grapes; however some batches of Altesse and
Molette are not officially certified, as the plots they are growing on are recent acquisitions and
a minimum of three years of organic cultivation methods is required to obtain organic
certification (AB, Agriculture biologique).

Small is beautiful
The estate is made up of a number of small plots and most of the work is done by the vintner’s
hand. The red wines are fermented in small vats to increase the extraction surface of the marc
“hat”, or crust, without having to stir the grape juice. The “hat” is kept immersed in the juice
with a grid (see photos). All these steps require a lot of man hours, hence the high cost of
production.
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Environmental commitment
The DVH estate is deeply committed to protecting the environment in both its cultivation and
wine-making methods: sharp decrease in the use of copper, composting of the pruned vine
shoots, biodegradable detergents, etc.

Packaging
Bordeaux type bottles, 610 g
Natural cork, 49 mm with DVH logo
Black caps with DVH logo
Stylish labels front (140 x 45) and back (50 x 70)

Exportation
50% of our wines are exported to the USA by Rosenthal Wine Merchants, NY City, USA
8% of our wines are exported to Switzerland

Prizes and press coverage
Our wines and the scientific research carried out at the estate are regularly mentioned in
guidebooks, specialized press and forums:
●Wine Report, 2008
●Bettane & Desseauve, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015
●Boire mieux pour vivre vieux. Le régime de longue vie. Prof. Roger Corder,
p. 168, Editions Thierry Souccar, 2009
●La Revue du Vin de France, no 552, p. 163, 2011
●Prix Plaisir 2011, Bettane & Desseauve
●Silver medal at the 2012 Gamay international competition in Lyons.
●Nature, no 492, p.352, 2012
●Viti de la vigne au vin, Rhône-Alpes, no 398, pp.16-17, 2014
●Réussir Vigne, no 196, p.22, 2013
●La Revue du Vin de France, no 586, pp. 68-71, 2014
●France Inter (Radio France) « On va déguster », Dominique Hutin, July 2014
●lapassionduvin.com
●oenoalsace.com
●degustateurs.com

Mondeuse 2009

Scientific practices and presentations

Silver medal for our
2010 Gamay

● SITEVI, International fair for wine-growing, fruit, vegetables and olive growing,
Montpellier, 26-28 November 2013. Georges Siegenthaler presented “Construction
innovante: un exemple avec la recherche d'une alternative au cuivre” (“Setting up an
innovative method : research on alternatives to copper, an example”)
● Model vineyard for its sustainable agricultural methods for the fourth consecutive year
(national Ecophyto programme award).

Referencing on internet
Our website can be found on internet (via Google, e.g.) by entering key words: it nearly
always appears on the first page
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DVH Posters
Poster 1
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Poster 2
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DVH leaflet, front
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DVH leaflet, back
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Scientists' vintages of the year : DVH is mentioned in the
prestigious magazine Nature no 492 of 20 Decembre, 2012
Extract of Jamie Goode's article in Nature :
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China
The Vens-le-Haut vineyard was presented and highly commended in an article in Chinese in
the luxury magazine Amazing France that highlighted the antioxidants which our Mondeuse
contains in great quantities.

The Amazing France magazine and some photos that illustrate the article.
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Our estate situated in the Alpine Mont-Blanc area is composed of
several small plots

View of the Chautagne vineyards

View of the Mont Blanc near Annecy

Aligoté vines in Chautagne

Grape harvest : Mondeuse in Vens-le-Haut

Grape harvest and
sorting of Altesse in
Corbonod

Grassed over Mondeuse vineyard

Harvesting Jacquère in Chautagne

Sorting of Molette in
Corbonod

Harvested grapes
in crates
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Work in the cellar

Stripping the grapes off the bunches

The grid keeps the “hat” of marc immersed
in the juice

Removing the grid at the end of the
fermentation

Gentle pressing of the
marc with a handpowered vertical press

600 L micro-vats for the fermentation of the
red wines

Fermentation of the Mondeuse in a micro-vat
showing its totally immersed “hat” of marc

Once the juice is drawn off, the marc is
collected and pressed

Mondeuse marc
«cakes » after pressing
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Front labels
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Back labels
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American labels, front
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American label, back

Georges Siegenthaler : Dossier presse anglais 2014.12.09.odt
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